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About This Game

The Citadel. Built in 1986 by a lunatic and left undiscovered, decomposing for 30 long years. You are its first victim.

Avoid the broken down, animatronic creatures. Learn to swim in the gravity defying waters and avoid the good old fashioned
lasers, stompers, acid pools and lava. Learn about the Citadel's grim past and defeat the madman behind it all. Collect the keys if

you want to go free!

Citadel 1986 is a retro platform game harking back to the Commodore 64 days. The entire game is set across a single giant
scrolling level, just like the games that inspired me to start coding : )
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This DLC is exactly how it is described in section 'About this content'. It's a token of appreciation for this little yet enjoyable
time spent while playing this title.. I have never been a fan of casual puzzles --I was okay with them, and I might play one from
time to time, but always as a timesink.

Tidalis, however, is something else. It might not make you love the genre if you hated it in the first place, but it's pretty good at
its thing. The mechanics are original and fresh, the objectives go beyond the typical "clear the level" or "score xxx points" and
the game is chock-full with content. It provides a VERY powerful editor that lets you design your own levels --and it's pretty
much required to clear some achievements.

And I liked the story! Some people thought it terrible but I think it's quite funny and daft in a good way. It even goes meta!

(I nominated this game to the "No Apologies" category of The 2017 Steam Awards). Wouldn't recommend it. Binding of Isaac
used to be one of my favorite games but now you have to pay 10 euros for something that is very likely to make your game
crash, I mean I paid the thing and now if I let installed my game just crashes upon opening. I'm very disappointed in Nicalis
right now, it has been released for two years now and no patches to fix this ? That's just sad.. I've been loving it so far,

It’s like Freelancer, Eve and Everspace having a threesome and you are watching it with Unreal graphics.. I admit, I bought this
impulsively when I saw "Ryan North."

Then I saw all the other art credits, and I immediately bought a gift copy, too (it doesn't hurt that it's so inexpensive).

I've just now finally, actually played it.

I was not disappointed! What a blast. Sure, it's an interactive book, but it's funny. This may also be the nerdiest take on
Shakespeare I've ever seen.

It was also kind of fun trying to guess who drew what.

10/10, will invent central heating again.. Do you like this game?
If the answer is yes, then you should buy this pass. A lot of the characters are very viable and versatile.. Avernum is right in your
wheelhouse if you like games like Baldur's Gate and Divinity and are looking to experience that old school pen-and-paper RPG
experience. I have not played all the rest of the games in the series and do not feel that I must in order to enjoy it on this one.
Don't expect stellar graphics, but do expect everything else- like great game mechanics, a solid loot system, compelling story
(with admirable writing skill), and a giant world to get lost in. I have yet to finish it yet, but from the first handful of quests, I
know I am hooked well enough to come back to it. Another great thing about this game is it takes up less than 200 mb of space
and has ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ly low system requirements, so it even plays on the ancient technological relics I keep around due to lack
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of having a proper gaming laptop to tote about. This game is also pretty nifty on iOS.
Anyhoots, I don't feel hasty in reccomending this.. GOOD:
-Different weapons and abilities
-Power system makes the combat system deeper
-Enough randomness happen as a rogue-lite game
-Many bosses
-Decent visual feedback as an indie game
-Easy collection and achievement

BAD:
-No good storytelling
-Overall bad sound design. While the prospect of this was good, the execution is lacking. The detail is poor compared to what it
could've been, and the scenarios are broken. No matter what I do, I can't complete "out with the old" successfully. The lighting
is a bit plain and doesn't have the same atmosphere as other routes
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This game is
OKEY-DOKEY. hopefully this comes out on psvr don't have a vive. If you have at least one friend to play this with, go for it!
Clever and hilarious!. Very good little game, and cheap ! The music should be turn-off able...oh wait...I've said this at the
devs..."Will be done in the next update".

Nothing else to say ! Good speed bros !. Fantastic Sim is this!
 If you can stand working with figers and compeating with the demands for supply & the stock exchange messing around with
the prices then this is the one for you.
You will need a clear head to succed and the knowledge of heavey plant as well as the safety matters of Mining and increasing
demands for minrals!

Great Have fun!
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